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Technology of the test
The ant colony algorithm was raised connecting to the research of TSP, which was called the traveling businessman matter. It can be described that if a businessman would visit n cities, he must choose the corresponding path whose qualification is each city must be visited only once and when he return to the first city, the calculating distance is the shortest among all the tries.
This paper simulates the phenomenon of ants foraging and several mathematical symbols were brought to introduce easily.
C is the collection of cities,and Therefore,ant colony algorithm can make sure the action mode and path and get the process disorderly to orderly by the pheromone.M ants start from a city,and then come to the next judging by (4) and put tabu k .The pheromone will be changed according to (1)(2)(3) and the change can affect the construction of (4).After the repeated cycle,the optimal solution will be put forward. The scatter diagram is shown in the figure.
Figure2.The scatter diagram of the data
Calculate the processes and code them by Matlab,the route is 4-12-7-9-1-3-7-5-6-11-8-13-17-16-2-12-14-15-18 , and the summation of them is 
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